Abstract
Introduction
In the last few years Richard Fujimoto and his research group have demonstrated how parallel and distributed simulations [1] can greatly benefit from an exploitation of temporal uncertainty (TU) [2] [3] [4] in the occurrence of events of a simulation model. TU attaches time intervals to events for specifying the possible occurrence times. TU can naturally arise in system modelling. For instance, the time a moving vehicle comes within the capturing range of a sensor depends on such factors as the vehicle speed, the sensitivity of the sensor and the environmental operating conditions that cannot be known with complete certainty. Therefore, a time interval can be the most apt structure for expressing event occurrences instead of the traditional punctual or "precise" time stamp normally adopted by parallel or distributed simulators.
From the point of view of a simulation control engine TU increases the degree of event concurrency which in turn has the effect of relaxing, in part, the synchronization constraints but requires that event causality be captured by logical clocks [5] [6] [7] .
A first approach proposed by Richard Fujimoto for exploiting TU in distributed simulations was the so called Approximate Time Causal (ATC) partial order [2] . Each event X is assigned a time interval [E(X),L(X)] where E(X)<L(X). E(X) represents the earliest point in simulation time that the event can occur, L(X) the latest time. If two events X and Y have non overlapping time intervals, e.g., L(X)<E(Y), then the event X which has the earlier time window must be processed before Y which has a later time interval. If the two events have overlapping intervals and there is a causal precedence between them, as defined by Lamport's "happens before" relationship [5] , the two events must be processed according to the causal order. If the two overlapping events are causally unrelated, they can be processed in any order.
A distributed algorithm based on ATC order has been implemented [3] supporting efficient conservative simulations, despite little or no lookahead, in the context of the HLA/RTI infrastructure [8] .
A second approach to enhancing the performance of federated simulations using time intervals has been developed by Margaret Loper and Richard Fujimoto in [4] . This approach avoids changes to the standard definition of RTI and is based on pre-sampling to specifically improve the lookahead of the application. The sender assigns a fixed size interval to every message. The interface between the federate and RTI then selects a precise timestamp within the interval, pre-sampled from a random number generator. Experiments using presampling exhibited a good performance when compared with the case where time intervals were not used. However, for the same simulations ATC-order outperformed pre-sampling since ATC resulted in a greater level of parallelism.
The work on ATC order stimulated the work described in this paper. However, instead of conservative simulations the aim here is an exploitation of TU in the context of Time Warp simulations. Specifically, the Temporal Uncertainty Time Warp (TUTW) control engine [9] was designed to improve general optimistic simulations not necessarily bound to HLA/RTI. This paper gives an overview of TUTW and describes an agent-based implementation of TUTW which supports distributed simulations over the Internet. The realization is totally portable and is based on Java and the Actor Foundry middleware [10] [11] . Actor Foundry was chosen since it offers a lucid and minimal programming model based on actors [12] and facilitates integration across heterogeneous computing platforms (e.g., Windows and Solaris) in a distributed simulation virtual machine [13] . The implementation is characterized by its flexibility in constructing, initialising and controlling a distributed simulator. Logical processes (LPs) are mapped onto actors which interact to one another by asynchronous message passing. Actors can be dynamically created and remotely allocated. They are also capable of migrating from host to host in response to (re)configuration operations. The paper shows the application of the achieved agent-based TUTW with a simulation example.
Simulation experiments confirm that TUTW can also improve simulation performance without sacrificing the accuracy of the results, provided the interval size remains within an allowed application-dependent range of values.
An Overview of TUTW
TUTW [9] views a simulation model as a collection of logical processes (LP) allocated to different physical processors. Each LP hosts a control section which interfaces partner LPs and a local control engine.
The control engine depends on a few data structures (see also Figure 4 ): the Event Queue (EQ), the State Queue (SQ), the Output Queue (OQ), the Input Buffer (IB). EQ contains all the scheduled events. SQ stores LP states saved at different simulation times. OQ saves information about the partner LPs to which messages were sent at different simulation times. IB holds external received events waiting to be scheduled.
At its generation, each event E is assigned a time interval TI whose lower and upper bounds are denoted respectively by min(TI) and max(TI), where min(TI)≤max(TI). The occurrence time of E constitutes its time stamp TS which is constrained to be: min(E.TI)≤E.TS≤max(E.TI). Assigning a time stamp to E is said to be resolving the event and is accomplished just before executing the event.
TUTW The time window of an event can be established by generating a nominal time stamp with the help of a random variate generator which provides an increment to the current LVT value, and then considering it as the lower bound of a time interval with a given size. Let IS be the interval size and target the nominal time stamp of event E. The effective time window of E is [target, target+IS] .
Other temporal information can be associated to an event, e.g. its send time or its logical time. The send time is the value of the LP's LVT which was current when the event was generated. The logical time is a virtual clock in the form of a scalar [5] or vector clock [6] and is useful for maintaining causal dependencies among events with overlapping time intervals.
The so-called Approximate CTS (A-CTS) order for TUTW considers events provided only of time intervals (pure temporal uncertainty). In this case, events having overlapping time intervals are assumed concurrent and can be executed in any order. The following discussion focuses on A-CTS order. General TUTW operation based on CTS order is described in [9] .
Under A-CTS the send time and generation are attached to an event in addition to the time interval. The generation information acts as lower precision bits of the send time which is useful during the rollback process (see below). The generation of the next unresolved event UE is defined at its resolution time. If UE receives the same timestamp of the latest resolved event LE, i.e. UE.TS=LE.TS, then UE.generation=LE.generation+1. Otherwise, in the case when UE.TS>LE.TS, UE.generation=0. If the processing of event E generates the events E1, E2, ... En, then all E1, E2, ..., En get the values E.TS and E.generation as the send time and generation respectively.
The arrival of an external event S can trigger a rollback in the receiving LP when scheduling S on the local EQ causes S to be inserted in the resolved section. In this case S is a straggler and requires the LP to rollback to a previous LP's state corresponding to a proper restoration time, perform a coasting forward phase toward the rollback time and undo incorrect future computation using a particular aggressive cancellation technique [14] [9] . All events subsequent to S in EQ are unresolved. The rollback time (RBT) coincides with the time stamp of the event which precedes S on the EQ. The restoration time (RT) is a time less than RBT where a copy of the LP state is available in the state queue SQ. The time stamp and generation of the first resolved event which immediately follows the straggler defines the epoch for undoing. The coasting forward phase will take place from RT to RBT. Before starting coasting forward, previous local incorrect computation is undone by cancelling from EQ all the events E internally generated characterized by having: E.send_time>undo send time or E.send_time==undo send time && E.generation≥undo generation
After that the coasting forward is performed with event transmissions disabled. Coasting forward reconstructs the event generation starting from the first resolved event corresponding to the restoration time. It should be noted that the generation mechanism is not part of the TUTW status and so it is not involved in state saving/restoring operations.
External incorrect computation is undone by preparing and sending undo messages to partner LPs with which the rolled back LP previously interacted at times T≥RBT. Undo messages are constructed by consulting the output queue OQ for identifying the set of partner LPs which received incorrect messages. One undo message replaces a group of traditional antimessages [1] . Undo messages are capable of conserving bandwidth during rollbacks and can quickly stop the propagation of incorrect computation in partner LPs. An undo message carries the epoch undo send time and generation. It will ask the receiving LP to cancel all the events E characterized by the property: E.sender==undo.sender && (E.send_time>undo.send_time or E.send_time==undo.send_time && E.generation≥undo.generation)
In the case at least an event under cancellation has been yet processed, a rollback is triggered in the receiving LP. If FR denotes the first resolved event to be cancelled, the rollback is launched by considering FR like a straggler. In particular, the epoch for undoing is established by FR.send_time and FR.generation.
TUTW periodically requires the Global Virtual Time (GVT) to be updated. GVT values represent committed simulation points. Data structures (LP states, events, output information ...) referring to simulation times less than GVT can be reclaimed for reuse (fossil collection). However, as is the normal case in Time Warp [1] , a state in SQ previous to GVT and corresponding events in EQ are maintained for supporting a rollback at GVT. The algorithm for updating GVT can be either synchronous or asynchronous [1] .
TUTW operation is regulated by two control parameters: the Maximum Number of saved State Versions (MNSV) and the State Save Rate (SSR). After SSR consecutive LVT changes, the LP state is checkpointed (a state copy is saved on SQ paired with the current value of LVT). After MNSV consecutive state versions have been accumulated in SQ, the algorithm which updates the GVT is launched.
The time interval based event model has the potential of reducing the number of rollbacks in a TUTW simulation, thus enhancing the performance. All of this can be verified in Figure 1 which portrays a common situation. Here event E is supposed to be the latest processed and resolved event in EQ. F is a just arrived external message. F has an overlapping window with E but is assumed causally unrelated with it. As a consequence F is concurrent to E.
Under punctual time stamps (the lower bounds of the time intervals in Fig. 1 ) the arrival of the F event is considered a straggler which triggers a rollback at the F time stamp. When time intervals are used, F can still be processed "in time". F can be resolved by assigning to F.TS a time value in the shaded area: E.TS≤F.TS≤max(F.TI). The minimal assignment policy would set F.TS to E.TS. A critical point in TUTW is the choice of the uncertainty interval size. Generally speaking the interval size must not interfere with the statistical behaviour of the application, e.g. expressed by the mean of a probability distribution function, so as not to compromise the accuracy of the simulation results. All of this can be checked experimentally as shown later in this paper.
Actor Foundry: an agent-based Java middleware
Actor Foundry [10] is a collection of Java packages and associated agent-based paradigm for distributed programming directly founded on the Actor model [12] . With respect to similar middlewares like ObjectSpace Voyager [15] , Actor Foundry facilitates the exploitation of heterogeneous computing environments, e.g., integrating Windows and Solaris platforms.
Actors are active objects communicating to one another through asynchronous message passing. An actor (see Figure 2) encapsulates (a) a state, (b) a thread of control and (c) a set of methods which manipulate the state. Every actor is characterized by its unique mail address (actor name) and mail queue. Computation in an actor consists in the serial processing of messages taken from the mail queue, one at a time and atomically. An actor blocks when its mail queue is empty.
Message processing depends on three basic actions: (i) sending messages to acquaintance actors, (ii) creating new actors, (iii) changing the actor behaviour so as to become ready to accept the next message.
Messages serve the purposes of actor interactions and synchronization. A message expresses a request for executing a method on a designated actor. When a message is sent its parameters, if there are any, get serialized (marshalling). A packet comprising the method name and marshalled arguments is sent to the destination actor and buffered in the receiver mail queue.
At message dispatch time, message parameters are deserialized (unmarshalling) and Java reflection is used to build a method activation, possibly resolving method overloading. Finally, the corresponding method is invoked.
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Figure 2. The structure of an actor
The actor concept is an improvement to Java standard mechanisms [16] which makes it possible to combine passive objects and thread programming with monitor locks which are responsible for achieving thread-safe behaviour and are prone to deadlocks. Actors represent asynchronous behaviours which synchronize with one another exclusively through message-passing. Actors are modular programming in-the-large units which can easily be distributed and naturally be involved in concurrent/parallel computations.
Actor Foundry provides a global naming service making it possible to locate an actor, abstracting it from its physical location over the distributed system. Actors are capable of migrating from a computing node to another, e.g., to cope with dynamic load balancing and re-configuration operations.
A distributed application consists of a foundry network which in turn is composed of foundry nodes. Each foundry node (see Figure 3) hosts a collection of application (or implementation) actors, an actor manager and a set of modules providing suitable services (transport protocol, interaction, naming, dynamic actor creation, and so forth) which assist actor computation. The services used are defined by the foundry configuration file.
An actor implementation is programmed as a derived class of the Actor base class. Actor managers glue together the foundry nodes and mediate actor interactions and agent operations. In particular, actor managers accomplish their task through the facilities of the Request Handler module which in turn uses the services of the Transport Layer and Name Service modules. The Transport Layer is responsible to provide a transport protocol based on TCP or UDP. By default, a foundry network uses a transport protocol which is reliable and UDP based.
Two basic services in a foundry node are yellowpage (YP) and shell services. YP is useful to get information about the actor manager of a remote foundry node where a new actor can dynamically be created or an existing actor can be moved to.
The shell service is useful for booting a foundry network. Through the shell a user can connect to a foundry node, create actors and send initial messages which spring computation. From the shell it is possible to control (start/finish) and monitor the application and get messages back from selected actors. Actor Foundry defines the low level details of the shell service but makes it possible to adopt different front-ends.
The scheduler component in Figure 3 can be given responsibility of fairly scheduling all created threads. The particular scheduler to use is specified in the foundry configuration file. As an option, the in-built Java scheduler can be used.
Mapping TUTW on Actor Foundry
Two main issues affect the reuse of TUTW in final user applications: (a) the LP programming level and (b) the configuration management of a distributed simulation virtual machine, i.e. making a collection of workstations work together as a single powerful computer. The Actor Foundry middleware makes it possible to address both issues effectively.
The LP programming level can be made coincident with the actor programming level in Java. Configuration management can be dealt with through the shell. The developer can create, initialise and start one actor (configurer) which is in charge of configuring the entire distributed virtual machine. Alternatively, LP actors can be created at the shell front-end and remotely allocated to available hosts by invoking suitable messages of the configurer. The shell is then used to control (e.g., start/finish) the distributed simulator. More complex scenarios are also possible where the agent nature of actors can be exploited for dynamic re-configurations, e.g. regulating load balancing according to the availability of new hosts.
Although Actor Foundry actors were designed for concurrent, untimed distributed applications, a mapping from TUTW on to Actor Foundry was defined and implemented in this work. A customized TCP transport protocol is used which ensures FIFO channels (sockets) between interacting actors. Figure 4 shows the architecture of a generic LP. The visible part of an LP-actor implements the interface section with peer LP-actors. Hidden within an LP-actor is an instance of TUTW control engine and associated data structures. Two versions of the interface section were implemented. The first one rests on the built-in actor thread for receiving network messages and passing them for processing to the control engine through the Input Buffer. The second version of the interface section replaces the Actor Foundry messaging system by direct socket handling and low level efficient message exchange which avoids Java serialization. Associated to each socket is a reader thread which is awakened by the arrival of a network event. An application event is immediately deposited in the Input Buffer. The Input Buffer is shared and synchronized between the interface section thread(s) and the control engine thread.
It is noteworthy that the interface section of an LP is an actor in the usual sense of Actor Foundry and has global visibility. The interface hosts the acquaintances table, i.e. the list of the actor names of the partner LPs.
The control engine delegates the interface to sending a network message. When the control engine executes an event it simply invokes the interface handler() method with the event as a parameter. The handler embodies the application actions for responding to the event. The handler generates in turn a list of new events which the control engine schedules on the local Event Queue or transmits to the relevant remote LPs.
Two fundamental base classes are LP (which is itself an heir of the Actor base class) and TUTW. Related classes are LPStatus, LPParameters, TUTWStatus, TUTWParameters. The developer has to extend the LP class for customizing the handler method according to the application (model) logic. A derived class from LPStatus captures the application status to be checkpointed during TUTW operation. An extension of the class LPParameters allows to specify the LP initialisation data. The values of TUTW control parameters are given to an instance of the TUTWParameters class. The entire status to be checkpointed is the pair <TUTWStatus, LPStatus>.
The Event base class is the common ancestor for all kind of events in a simulator. It collects information about sender and receiver LP-id. Both control (e.g., the events exchanged among LPs during the execution of the GVT update protocol) and application events derive from Event. To exemplify, the SimEvent class specializes Event with the timestamp, send time (tsend), generation, time interval (TI) and color (required by Mattern GVT algorithm [17] ).
The TUTW abstract base class can be specialized according to A-CTS or CTS order (ACTSTUTW and CTSTUTW classes). CTSTUTW is based on Lamport scalar clocks [5] . In CTSTUTW the send time field of the SimEvent class is interpreted as the original logical clock (LC), the generation as the execute LC. The original LC is defined by the sender LP when the event is generated. The receiver LP uses the original LC and the time interval for scheduling the event. The execute LC is assigned by the LP just before executing the event. The execute LC is used for establishing the epoch for undoing during rollbacks. The SimEvent class enables a simulator to be operated without changes under A-CTS or CTS order.
Each specialization of TUTW is further refined to work with a particular GVT update protocol. Both a simple synchronous GVT algorithm [9] and Mattern asynchronous algorithm [17] [1] were implemented. A particular GVT algorithm implements the TUTW abstract methods handleGVT() and GVTUpdate() and possibly adds data structures and redefines methods the control engine uses to send/receive events. The handleGVT() method contains the GVT protocol logic. The GVTUpdate() method serves to launch the GVT update procedure. Another relevant method is computeProposedGVT() which calculates the GVT value the LP suggests for the advancement of the GVT.
GVT algorithms are normally supervised by a manager LP. For example, the synchronous GVT protocol is implemented as a two phase algorithm. During the first phase each LP temporarily blocks the simulation loop and broadcast a GVT update event to all the remaining LP partners and waits for N-1 replies. When all the replies arrive, the use of FIFO channels guarantees that no transient messages are travelling on the network. As a consequence, the manager LP expects the GVT proposals from all the LPs. The minimum GVT is established as the next GVT value and is broadcast to all the LPs which finally resume the control engine loop.
The computeProposedGVT() method determines the local GVT value by looking at the Input Buffer contents and to the next unresolved event in the Event Queue. If the Event Queue is all resolved, the first tentative GVT value is made coincident with the current LVT value. Alternatively, a choice and resolve operation is simulated for the next unresolved event. After that the worst case event, i.e. having minimum time (minimum send time among undo events and minimum lower bound among normal events) if there are any, is selected from the Input Buffer and its effect on the Event Queue figured out. The minimum between the two sub-proposals is established as the LP proposed GVT which is sent to the GVT manager.
A key feature of the outlined implementations of TUTW is memory management which avoids, to a large extent, dynamic object allocations and associated costly Java garbage collections. To this end, memory pools are maintained separately for each kind of objects (events, states, output information etc.) where consumed objects are saved instead of being released for garbage collection. This way, a new entity instance is immediately ready, if available, from the relevant pool and re-initialised. Only when the pool is empty is a new object constructed. In many cases a simulation reaches a stable situation where instances are recycled and memory space conserved.
A Simulation Example
As a test bed, the developed TUTW actor-based tool was applied to a large QNET model. The application is a closed queuing network of service centres with a fixed job population determined by a job density (number of jobs initially allocated per service centre). Every service centre is connected to its four neighbours (at its north, east, south and west). The overall topology is toroidal. Job service times are exponential distributed. The simulation model explicitly considers arrival and departure job events. After being served by a service centre (its departure event received), a job arrival is instantaneously sent to one of the neighbours selected with a probability of ¼.
The QNET model is partitioned into a number of rectangular regions. Each region is allocated to a distinct LP/processor. A job event is sent by a region/LP to itself when the destination service centre falls within the sub model managed by the region. In alternative, the job event is transmitted to the relevant remote region/LP. A job-message carries as parameter data the coordinates <i,j> of a serving centre and the arrival time to a waiting queue. A region maintains in a data structure (array) its sub net topology. In particular, the status (free or busy) and the waiting queue are kept for each service centre. The LP status is a snapshot of the region sub net and stores service centre statuses and waiting queues.
Experimental results
The simulation experiments were carried out using two Windows (Pentium III) and one Solaris (Sun Ultra 10) platforms interconnected by a dedicated Fast Ethernet.
A QNET model with 36x36 service centres was split into three regions/LP allocated to the three processors. A mean of 70 time units for the exponential distribution service time function was assumed for all the service centres, with a density of 10 jobs per service centre (population of 12960 jobs). The average job waiting time, including service, on any queue was estimated.
The values of TUTW control parameters MNSV and SSR critically affect the achievable performance and need to be traded off together by preliminary simulation experiments [9] . The values MNSV=15 and SSR=2 were used for the experiments since they minimize the completion time.
The QNET system was executed under A-CTS order, synchronous GVT update and fast messaging based on low-level socket operations, lasting after 10 5 simulated time units. Figure 5 shows the completion time (Wallclock time WCT) when the uncertainty interval size is varied from 0 to 8. Each point is the mean of 5 runs. Figure 6 portrays the relative speedup, i.e. the ratio between the completion time when IS=0 (punctual time stamps are used) and the completion time when IS>0. Figure 7 shows the total number of measured rollbacks versus IS. Figure 8 depicts the estimated average job waiting time (AWT) versus IS. The achieved values of AWT were validated using mathematical models of the closed queuing networks theory. The experiments confirm that small values of the IS are capable of reducing the total number of rollbacks (Fig. 7) and the completion time of the simulation (Fig.  5) , without necessarily impairing the accuracy of the results (Fig. 8) . Varying the IS from 0 to 6 implies changes in the calculated average waiting time in the order of 3%.
Further increasing the IS has the definitive effect of lowering the number of rollbacks down to zero but the accuracy of the results is eventually lost. In fact, continuing to increase the IS raises the event concurrency degree at the cost of making event processing ultimately time-independent.
Conclusions
This paper introduces Temporal Uncertainty Time Warp, a novel mechanism which depends on an event delivery model centred on temporal uncertainty. An implementation of TUTW on top of Actor Foundry, a Java middleware founded on the concept of actor/agent, is described which makes it possible to simulate complex systems over the Internet.
Actor Foundry simplifies LP programming and configuration management of a distributed simulator. The performance benefits which can be gained using TUTW are demonstrated through an example. The reported data show that TUTW can speedup simulation without compromising the accuracy of the results provided the time interval size remains within an acceptable application-dependent range of values.
The future direction of the research is aimed at:
• implementing different strategies for ordering concurrent events [18] • developing a TUTW-based kernel and graphical tool for modelling and distributed simulation of Timed and Coloured Petri Nets [14] [13]
• porting the implementation of TUTW to a more efficient, lightweight Java actor middleware [19] .
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